Furniture touch-up Instructions:



Before using the touch-up pen or kit on the furniture, please test the color/stain on a piece of
paper, a carboard or an inconspicuous place on the furniture to ensure that the color is accurate
and matching your furniture.



These touch-up kits are designed and intended for superficial scratches and small marks on the
wooden surface. For major repairs, we recommend that you contact a furniture repair specialist.



For stained finishes: Apply the finish with the provided marker, sponge, or brush applicator to the
target area. If the scratch is long, we commend that you service it gradually. Allow 2-3 seconds for
superficial drying and then wipe it off with a dry paper towel or rug applying light pressure. Repeat
this operation until you obtain the desired stain richness, density or sheen appearance.



For painted finishes: Apply a light coat of finish with the provided marker, sponge, or brush
applicator to the target area. If the scratch is long, we commend that you service it gradually. Allow
to dry completely (5-10 minutes) before assessing the surface and determining if an additional
finish coat is needed to obtain optimal thickness or consistency.



Please note that the touch-up markers are permanent and not following the above described steps
might result in darker / incorrect finish shade.



Please allow 5-10 minutes for complete drying before resuming the normal use of the furniture.

Wood is a natural material prone to variations and imperfections which cannot be foreseen or prevented. Beech is a
high-density straight wood which may vary in color from light blonde to orange or soft red. The grain pattern presents
unique features like “bird eye”, “fiddle back” curly lines or light speckles. It is the nature and beauty of solid wood to
vary in appearance and characteristics for no two trees are alike. We strongly advise against taking correcting action
against natural wood characteristics of stain density arising from grain pattern.
Reasonable consideration should be given to inner characteristics of natural products and their reaction to
environmental conditions such as temperature, humidity, exposure to direct sunlight, etc. All finishes, regardless of
their nature of quality will oxidize and fade over time.
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